
SONY XBR75X940D UHD/HDR DISPLAY CALIBRATION SETTINGS
(Revised  11/16/2018)

Setting 11/16/2018

Measured or 

Subjective Description/Notes (fields highlighted in Yellow indicate changes since last version)

 

Source signal 1080p on 

Hdmi3

I have found that feeding the display with a 2160p (4K) signal results in slightly different Advanced 

Color Temp (While Balance) settings.  In order to store two different Color Temp settings, two different 

Color Temperature settings (Expert 1 and Expert 2) are now used.  Note that the 2160p signal is NOT an 

HDR signal, it is still a REC.709 signal.

Picture Mode Custom I found no significant differences among the various Picture Mode settings, so I choose to use Custom.  

Use different modes to store settings for different viewing conditions, e.g. day and night.

Auto Picture Mode Off Subjective How does it determine which mode to select?  I prefer to make the decision manually.  

Light Sensor Off Subjective

Advanced Settings

Brightness

Brightness 48 Subjective "Brightness" on this display is really a backlight level control.  A value of 48 measured 120 nits on the 

luminance scale.  See calibration notes for luminance measurements for various Brightness settings.  

Varying the Brightness setting had little or no impact on other measured settings, so adjust to 

preference.  Automatically set to Max on HDR Picture Mode.

Contrast 96 Measured Set using the Spears&Munsil (S&M) Contrast test screen.  Higher values crushed whites.  Lower values 

darkened the picture.  Automatically set to Max on HDR Picture Mode.

Gamma -2 Measured On Sony displays, a gamma setting of zero equates to gamma 2.2, and a setting of -2 equates to 

gamma 2.4.  Both gamma 2.2 and 2.4 tracked extremely well on this display.  Gamma 2.4 resulted in a 

slightly darker screen, and is better for controlled lighting conditions.

Black Level 50 Measured Set using the Spears&Munsil (S&M) Brightness test screen.  The left two bars disappeared exactly at 

50, and reappeared at higher values.  Settings lower than 50 only darkened the picture.

Black Adjust Off Subjective Enhances the black in images for stronger contrast.  

Advanced Contrast Enhancer Off Subjective Automatically adjusts contrast based on picture brightness.  As a general rule, I do not like "automatic" 

adjustments.

Auto local dimming Med Subjective Optimizes contrast by adjusting brightness in individual sections of the screen.  "Off" results in 

letterbox gray bars that are gray, not black (undesirable).  Low or Medium seem to be the best 

settings.   Automatically set to Medium in HDR Picture Mode.

X-tended dynamic range Off Subjective Adjusts the backlight to display the brightest whites and deepest blacks.  A setting other than Off 

produces visible edge enhancements on SDR content, especially viewable on the edges of black objects 

like text.  Off is the recommended setting.  Automatically set to High in HDR Picture Mode.

Color

Color 51 Measured See calibration notes for how this setting is determined.

Hue 0 Measured Left at the factory default setting.

Color temperature Expert2 Measured The Expert1 or Expert2 (out of box) settings produced a color temperature measured at 6503, almost 

exactly the target value of 6500.  Any other setting for Color Temperature was far from the target 

value.  See the calibration notes for the temperature measurements for various settings.  Avoid all 

other settings.  Note:  Even though the default Color Temperature values for settings other than 

Expert1 or Expert2 are incorrect IMO, the default settings can be changed to whatever values you 

want.  IOW, the Color Temperature can store different values for the White Balance settings, which 

can be very useful, e.g. different white balance settings for SDR vs. HDR picture modes.

Advanced Color Temperature These settings determine "White Balance".  Settings may vary from one display to the next, and require 

a colorimeter and calibration software to set properly.  The settings listed here resulted in very good 

white balance and good CIE 1931xy measurements (see the calibration notes for pictures of the 

measurements).  Factory default settings produced less-than-optimal white balance scores.  Try these 

settings, or better yet, get a colorimeter and software and calibrate yourself, or get a professional 

calibration.

Basic

R-gain -4 Measured

G-gain -3 Measured

B-gain -5 Measured

R-bias 0 Measured

G-bias 2 Measured

B-bias -2 Measured

10-Point 

Multi Point (10P) Measured To set the Multi-point settings, go to and open Advanced Color Temperature settings.

10% Red Offset -2 Scroll down to the "Multi point (10p) area.  Click on Color Gamma Adjustment Points.

Green Offset -3 A number is displayed.  Scroll to the right or left until the desired number is displayed.

Blue Offset 3 1=10%, 2=20%, etc.  When the desired number is displayed, press Select.

20% Red Offset -2 Then adjust the R,G,B Offset values as shown in the settings list.

Green Offset -4

Blue Offset 7

30% Red Offset 1

- Comments/corrections should be addressed to AustinJerry@AVSForum.com
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Green Offset 5

Blue Offset 3

40% Red Offset 0

Green Offset -3

Blue Offset 0

50% Red Offset 0

Green Offset -1

Blue Offset 0

60% Red Offset 3

Green Offset 1

Blue Offset -1

70% Red Offset 4

Green Offset 3

Blue Offset 1

80% Red Offset 4

Green Offset 4

Blue Offset 3

90% Red Offset 0

Green Offset 0

Blue Offset 4

100% Red Offset 0

Green Offset 0

Blue Offset 6

Color Space Auto Measured Options: Auto, RGB/BT.709, DCI, BT.2020.  BT.709 is the color space used for everything except HDR, 

and leaving this setting at Auto is the correct setting.

Live color Off Subjective Improves the vividness of colors.  Use according to preference.  Warning:  if set to anything but Off, the 

other measured settings on the display are likely to be affected.  It is always best to finalize the 

subjective settings, and then go back and re-do the measured settings.

Clarity

Sharpness 50 Measured Changed to 50 based on recommendation from Steve Martin (post 2065)

Reality Creation Manual Subjective Adjusts fineness and noise for realistic picture.  Not well understood.  If turned on, set to "Manual" and 

use a low resolution setting, say 8.  In testing, I could find no actual picture content where I could see a 

difference with the setting On or Off.

Resolution 20 Subjective N/A if Reality Creation is set to Off.  If set to "Manual", setting Resolution to 8 produces the best 

results.

Mastered in 4K Off Subjective Optimizes the picture quality for Blu-ray disks mastered in 4K (1080p/24 signals only).  N/A if Reality 

Creation is set to Off.

Random noise reduction Off Subjective Reduces repetitive random noise.  As a general rule, and especially when watching high quality video 

sources, I leave all noise reduction settings off.  This setting may enhance SD content (not tested).

Digital noise reduction Off Subjective Reduces video compression noise.  As a general rule, and especially when watching high quality video 

sources, I leave all noise reduction settings off.  This setting may enhance SD content (not tested).

Motion

Motionflow Standard Subjective Off is the recommended setting.  If used, "Custom" seems to be the most effective, with 

Smoothness=4 and Clearness=Min.  Standard and TrueCinema are the least effective.  Smooth adds a 

touch of SOE.  And Clear darkens the picture too much.

Smoothness 4 Subjective N/A unless Motionflow is set to "Custom"  For a Custom setting, Smoothness settings of 3 or higher 

were most effective for "Custom".

Clearness Min Subjective N/A unless Motionflow is set to "Custom".  The higher the setting, the darker the picture.  A setting of 

"Min" is recommended.

Cinemotion Off Subjective Off is the recommended setting.  If you are observing motion artifacts and are using a setting other 

than Off for Motionflow, then a setting of "High" for Cinemotion seems to be most effective.

- Comments/corrections should be addressed to AustinJerry@AVSForum.com


